AGAINST THE CAPITALIST WAR IN UKRAINE, AGAINST ALL
THE DECEITFUL IMPERIALIST NARRATIVES OF THE
COMMODITY’S
HISTORICAL CRISIS: PROLETARIAN CLASS WAR
AGAINST ALL THE STATE GANGS OF EXPLOITATION’S
WORLDWIDE SPECTACLE!
In the last thirty years, the Ukrainian territory has been the geopolitical theatre of thousands
of visible and invisible struggles directed by yankee imperialism in an attempt to definitively
separate Western Europe’s high industrial capacities from Russia’s multiple mineral
resources of its vast backward territories because the possibility of an economic partnership
spanning from Brest to Vladivostok has always been the Pentagon’s most dreaded scenario.
Which is why the European Union devised by the atlantistic banker Jean Monnet was
actively realised by the United States as a means to, first and foremost, neutralize any possibility
of an independent strategic axis between Paris, Berlin and Moscow since such a project
would establish it as the first worldwide power and thus definitively put to rest the
American dollar’s totalitarian hegemony over the world.
Following the fall of soviet state capitalism, NATO has never ceased to extend itself
eastwards while continually stockpiling weaponry next to Russia’s borders and most notably
in the Baltic States. Yugoslavia was dismantled and an islamic mafioso Kosovo was created
in Europe’s centre to signify that Wall Street’s lies and deceits would henceforth become the
central prefabricated stand supporting all the yankee European Commission’s servile
stances. For many years now, NATO and its numerous branches – including the dingy
Bruxellian Europe – have been striving to entangle Ukraine in the American threads of
atlantist europeanism. Thus, in 2014 the dominant secret’s special services extensively
participated in overthrowing the pro-Russian regime by orchestrating the manoeuvring
revolution of Maidan’s obscure administrations. Naturally, Moscow retaliated by supporting
the Donbass-Donetsk's Russian-speaking people and annexing Crimea, a historically
Russian land since the 18th century. Thereupon, since the Minsk’s agreement of ceasefire
was continuously violated by White House puppetered Kiev to systematically harass
militarily, socially, and culturally, the Donetsk and Lougansk people, NATO’S delivery of
weapons to Kiev has been in full swing, with the ultimate designated goal of eventually
enrolling Ukraine into the American alliance. Meanwhile, Moscow’s concurrent demands for
a global negotiation on European security were obviously systematically and deviously
rejected.
Ukraine’s ongoing war expresses the underlying historical logic, that requires today’s
development of reinforced imperialist alignments, in line with the forever more
consolidated subjugation requirements born from 1945… In this accelerated crisis, where
commercial warfare mandatorily becomes military warfare, we must read the underlying
truth that lies in opposition to the numerous media disguises. The United States are seeking
– through an indirect strategy – to force Europe to fold by turning a blind eye to its own
fundamental interests and Germany’s declaration that the Nord Stream 2 gas project would
not be validated establishes a first victory for the US imperialism whose only worthy

adversary would precisely be a true European Europe unchained from the American’s
chains of commands.
In a period of generalized industrial, monetary, and financial decomposition, perniciously
encouraging Russia to invade the Americanised Ukraine therefore was, for the USA’s state
department, a sort of vital necessity to subdue even more the old Europe; its worst case
competitor – by isolating it from the energetic reserves, the industrial developments and the
supplies and agricultural exchanges provided by Russia’s emerging market and by doing so,
subjugating it all the more to the Yankee’s market’s diktat through accelerating the
reinforcement of military binds within the despotistic paralyses of NATO.
The historical decadence of the drugged and senile capitalism, which has produced decades
of delirious indebtedness, of extravagant market saturations, of overwhelming counterrevolutionary immigrationism, of unrelenting neurotic LGBTQTism, of frenetic state
terrorism, of insane commercial fallowing, of incessant eccentric coronaviral lies, of fanatic
climate warming trickeries... is irremediable as the rate of profit’s cataclysmic crisis expresses
the law of value’s self-invalidation itself. Which is why – in an insidious and therefore
indirect way – American imperialism – by pushing Russia towards Asia – is trying to
definitively liquidate its main technological adversary on the planet; Europe – by using
diversions and dilutions – in an attempt to make people believe that Washington still could
be what it no longer is: the true ruler of trades. Against all these mystifications, only the
universal proletariat can propose a fully-fledged alternative; that of the human community
without states, without exploitation nor calculation, without the exchange value’s
dictatorship, without economic wars, without the religion of democratic nonsenses and
without military wars.

Let’s reject all the electoral cretinism and all the brainwashing! Down
with the sanitary tyranny and all the military deceptions of the
commodity!'
Down with all the state’s spectacle’s lies of the Capital’s final crisis!
Long live the Worldwide Class War of the Proletariat against all the
Parties and Trade Unions of the commodity-planet and for a world
without exploitation nor alienation!
LONG LIVE THE UNIVERSAL COMMUNE FOR A WORLD
WITHOUT MONEY, WITHOUT WAGE LABOUR, WITHOUT
STATE!
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